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and point-painting sections. In the next 15 chapters of
the lesson, a worker will develop a technique for
creating large-size, light and point paintings. The
following stage will be an investigation of the classical
technology of point-painting. Try to choose a theme or
suggest a place for the creation of the next light-
painting, stop-painting, or point-painting. I would like
to ask you to return to a space where you are growing
flowers or have a flower arrangement around you. For
the following stages, you will work with a colored,
fluorescent and dense paper that will help you see the
shadow areas in the highlights. There are lots of
compounding techniques for placing these materials. I
have prepared a basic toolkit that I have been using
for many years. With the tools and materials, you are
ready to begin the first part of the lesson. If you are
not sure how to begin, go to the first part of this
lesson in which I will describe the main points and
what I have been teaching in this lesson. The most
important aspect of the lesson is the process of
studying, and reflection on color. Listen to your
feeling. Choose a suitable paper and create a painting.
Analyze the highlights on
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